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PTSD Questionnaire 

Clients Name:              

Clients Phone:             

Interview Date:             

Company/Advocate:  RLC/          

 

Out of 20 Symptoms 

#  …………………………….Combat PTSD 

#  …………………………….MST/PTSD 

#  …………………………….Stress PTSD 

 

Intake Date:      

Date Paid/Amount:        $    

Appointment Date:     
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[   ]   FLASHBACKS - Recurrent and abnormally vivid recollection of a 
traumatic experience such as a battle, sometimes accompanied by hallucination. 

[   ]  INTRUSIVE THOUGHTS - An unwelcome involuntary thought, images 
or unpleasant ideas that may become an obsession is upsetting, distressing and 
an feel difficult to manage or eliminate  

[   ]  AVOIDANCE  - The act of avoiding and keeping away from one's 
neighbors or friends  

[   ]  NUMBING – Can cause numbness insensibilities, stupefying or grief  

[   ]  PUTTING UP WALLS  - The walls give the feeling of complete 
protection, without them they can feel extremely vulnerable  

[   ]  WITHDRAWING - To draw back, away or, in-side  

[   ]  HYPER VIGILANCE - Being consistently tense and on guard, high alert, 
constant scrutiny of what's around them 

[   ]  IRRITABILITY – Feeling of agitation because of stress, highlighted by 
cranky moods, aggravation, feeling on edge or venting 

[   ]   EASILY STARTLED – Jumpiness by loud noises or unknown action, 
nervousness. 

[   ]  MEMORY BLOCKS -  Forgetfulness and some short term memory loss 
or self induces blockage. 

[   ]   ANGER – Rage Hostility, Destructiveness, Belligerence, inflamed or 
being sore or upset at someone or about something 

[    ]  DIFFICULTY SLEEPING - Trouble sleeping hard to fall asleep waking up 
several times during the night, do not feel refreshed in the morning  
 
[   ]  NIGHTMARES Also called a bad dreams which is unpleasant dreams 
that can cause a strong emotional response  
 
[   ]  FEAR - Cannot protect yourself trauma and personal demons. 
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[   ]  DEPRESSION - Moody feelings of sadness and loss hopelessness 
worthlessness  
 
[   ]  ANXIETY - Frustrated nervous panic attacks phobia is extreme 
apprehension  
[   ]  SUBSTANCE ABUSE - Drugs alcohol tobacco  
 
[   ]  DIFFICULTY HOLDING A JOB  -  A job hopper.  Way too many jobs 
unable to hold onto jobs.  Problems usually caused by supervisor or superior. 
 
[   ]  RELATIONSHIP PROBLEMS -  Arguing and Conflict, Affairs, No Trust, 
Money or Work problems.  To many spouses and relationships. 
 
[   ]  SUICIDE – Thoughts or Acts 
 

Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder has the above 20 symptoms which can 
affect anyone and is not a temporary condition. Nor is it 100% curable. 
 
PTSD can come from three types of stress: 
 

1. Combat Related 
2. Non-Combat Related 
3. Sexual Assault Related 

 
This form must be emailed to Dr. Denise Hooks at: 
denise@elevateconsultingnv.com by the end of the day of the intake. 
 
Form SO 10 
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